Cooper and The germ

By: Victoria Arsenault
This book is dedicated to my two favourite dogs Jet and Lulu.
There once was a dog named Cooper. Cooper was lonely. Cooper was home alone a lot. Cooper's family was always busy. He wasn't taken for walks a lot, he didn't go to the park, and didn't get many treats.
Cooper's mom and dad were always at work. Sarah and Max were always playing video games. Cooper did not get a lot of attention. Cooper was sad.
One day things changed. A germ came and made the city shut down. Cooper's mom and dad were home every day because they didn't need to work. Sarah and Max were home every day because the schools were closed. Cooper was happy.
Life was good for Cooper. Cooper was having so much fun! Today was Sarah's birthday and Cooper was chasing the balloons.

HAPPY Birthday Day to you, Happy Birthday Day dear Sarah. Happy Birthday Day to you!!!

thanks for the cake guys!!!
Later that night after lots of cake they were watching the news and Cooper heard lots of people were getting sick from the germ.
That night Cooper was trying to sleep by Max. Cooper couldn't sleep. Cooper kept thinking about all the people getting sick from the germ.
Cooper tossed and turned to the window and looked out the window. Cooper sees a shooting star and thinks about all the things he can wish for.
Cooper could wish for a giant bone, a new chew toy, a fancy new sweater or a giant play park in his backyard.
Cooper thought long and hard. He remembered the germ. Cooper knew his wish should be about the germ. He had to keep the germ away or get rid of the germ. But maybe lonely again?
Cooper wishes to get rid of the germ forever even though he may be lonely. It is better for people to stop getting sick. The next day the germ went away. Every one went back to work and the kids went back to school. But Cooper was still happy. The germ had taught the family to spend more time with each other.